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Conic Homographies and Bitangent Pencils

Paris Pamfilos

Abstract. Conic homographies are homographies of the projective plane pre-
serving a given conic. They are naturally associated with bitangent pencils of
conics, which are pencils containing a double line. Here we study this connec-
tion and relate these pencils to various groups of homographies associated with
a conic. A detailed analysis of the automorphisms of a given pencil specializes
to the description of affinities preserving a conic. While the algebraic structure
of the groups involved is simple, it seems that a geometric study of the vari-
ous questions is lacking or has not been given much attention. In this respect
the article reviews several well known results but also adds some new points of
view and results, leading to a detailed description of the group of homographies
preserving a bitangent pencil and, as a consequence, also the groupof affinities
preserving an affine conic.

1. Introduction

Deviating somewhat from the standard definition I callbitangentthe pencilsP
of conics which are defined in the projective plane through equations of the form

αc + βe2 = 0.

Herec(x, y, z) = 0 ande(x, y, z) = 0 are the equations inhomogeneous coordi-
natesof a non-degenerate conic and a line andα, β are arbitrary, no simultaneously
zero, real numbers. To be short I use the same symbol for the set and an equation
representing it. Thusc denotes the set of points of a conic andc = 0 denotes an
equation representing this set in some system of homogeneous coordinates. To de-
note bitangent pencils I use the letterP but also the more specific symbol(c, e).
For any other member-conicc′ of the pencil(c′, e) represents the same pencil. I
call line e and the poleE of e with respect toc respectivelyinvariant line and
centerof the pencil. The intersection pointsc ∩ e, if any, are calledfixedor base
points of the pencil. As is seen from the above equation, if such points exist,they
lie on every member-conic of the pencil.

Traditionally the termbitangentis used only for pencils(c, e) for which line
e either intersectsc or is disjoint from it. This amounts to a second order (real
or complex) contact between the members of the pencil, wherefore also the stem
of the term. Pencils for whichc ande2 are tangent have a fourth order contact
between their members and are classified under the namesuperosculatingpencils
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([4, vol.II, p.188], [12, p.136]) orpenosculatingpencils ([9, p.268]). Here I take
the liberty to incorporate this class of pencils into the bitangent ones, thus consid-
ering as a distinguished category the class of pencils which contain among their
members a double line. This is done under the perspective of the tight relationship
of conic homographies with bitangent pencils under this wider sense. An inspiring
discussion in synthetic style on pencils of conics, which however, despite itswide
extend, does not contain the relationship studied here, can be found in Steiner’s
lectures ([11, pp.224–430]).

Every homography1 f of the plane preserving the conicc defines a bitangent
pencil (c, e) to which conicc belongs as a member and to whichf acts by pre-
serving each and every member of the pencil. The pencil contains a doubleline
e, which coincides with theaxis of the homography. In this article I am mainly
interested in the investigation of the geometric properties of four groups:G(c),
G(c, e), K(c, e) andA(c), consisting respectively of homographies (i) preserving
a conicc, (ii) preserving a pencil(c, e), (iii) permuting the members of a pencil,
and (iv) preserving an affine conic. Last group is identical with a group of type
G(c, e) in which line e is identified with the line at infinity. In Section 2 (Conic
homographies) I review the well-known basic facts on homographies of conics
stating them as propositions for easy reference. Their proofs can be found in the
references given (especially [4, vol.II, Chapter 16], [12, ChapterVIII]). Section 3
(Bitangent pencils) is a short review on the classification of bitangent pencils. In
Section 4 (The isotropy at a point) I examine the isotropy of actions of the groups
referred above. In this, as well as in the subsequent sections, I supply the proofs of
propositions for which I could not find a reference. Section 5 (Automorphisms of
pencils) is dedicated to an analysis of the groupG(c, e). Section 6 (Bitangent flow)
comments on the vector-field point of view of a pencil and the characterization of
its flow through a simple configuration on the invariant line. Section 7 (The per-
spectivity group of a pencil) contains a discussion on the groupK(c, e) permuting
the members of a pencil. Finally, Section 8 (Conic affinities) applies the results
of the previous sections to the description of the group of affinities preserving an
affine conic.

2. Conic homographies

Conic homographiesare by definition restrictions onc of homographies of the
plane that preserve a given conicc. One can define also such maps intrinsically,
without considering their extension to the ambient plane. For this fix a pointA
on c and a linem and define the imageY = f(X) of a pointX by using its
representationf ′ = p ◦ f ◦ p−1 through the (stereographic) projectionp of the
conic onto linem centered atA.

1I use this term coming from my native language (greek) as an alternativeequivalent to
projectivity.
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Figure 1. Conic homography

Homographyf is the defined using a Moebius transformation ([10, p.40]) (see
Figure 1)

y = f ′(x) =
αx + β

γx + δ
.

It can be shown ([4, vol.II, p.179]) that the two definitions are equivalent. De-
pending on the kind of the question one can prefer the first definition, through the
restriction of a global homography, or the second through the projection.Later
point of view implies the following ([10, p.47]).

Proposition 1. A conic homography on the conicc is completely determined by
giving three pointsA, B, C on the conic and their imagesA′, B′, C ′. In particular,
if a conic homography fixes three points onc it is the identity.

The two ways to define conic homographies on a conicc reflect to the represen-
tation of their groupG(c). In the first case, since every conic can be brought in
appropriate homogeneous coordinates to the form ([2, p.209])

x2 + y2 − z2 = 0

their group is represented through the group preserving this quadratic form which
is O(2, 1). By describing homographies through Moebius transformationsG(c) is
represented with the groupPGL(2, R). The two representations are isomorphic
but notnaturally isomorphic ([4, vol.II, p.180]). An isomorphism between them
can be established by fixingA ∈ c and associating to eachf ∈ O(2, 1) the corre-
sponding induced inm transformationf ′ ∈ PGL(2, R) ([15, p.235]), in the way
this was defined above through the stereographic projection fromA onto some line
m (see Figure 1).

Next basic property of conic homographies is the existence of theirhomography
axis([4, vol.II, p.178]).

Proposition 2. Given a conic homographyf of the conicc, for every pair of points
A, B on c, linesAB′ andBA′, with A′ = f(A), B′ = f(B) intersect on a fixed
line e, the homography axis off . The fixed points off , if any, are the intersection
points ofc ande.
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Remark.This property implies (see Figure 2) an obvious geometric construction
of the imageB′ of an arbitrary pointB under the homography once we know the
axis and a single pointA and its imageA′ on the conic: DrawA′B to find its
intersectionF = A′B ∩ e and from there draw lineFA to find its intersection
B′ = FA ∩ c.

Note that the existence of the axis is a consequence of the existence of at least a
fixed pointP for every homographyf of the plane ([15, p.243]). Iff preserves in
addition a conicc, then it is easily shown that the polare of P with respect to the
conic must be invariant and coincides either with a tangent of the conic at a fixed
point off or coincides with the axis off .

Next important property of conic homographies is the preservation of the whole
bitangent family(c, e) generated by the conicc and the axise of the homogra-
phy. Here the viewpoint must be that of the restriction onc (ande) of a global
homography of the plane.

Proposition 3. Given a conic homographyf of the conicc with homograpy axise,
the transformationf preserves every memberc′ = αc+βe2 of the pencil generated
by c and the (double) linee. The poleE of the axise with respect toc is a fixed
point of the homography. It is also the pole ofe with respect to every conic of the
pencil. Linee is the axis of the conic homography induced byf on every member
c′ of the pencil.

To prove the claims show first that linee is preserved byf (see Figure 3). For
this take onc points A, B collinear with the poleE and consider their images
A′ = f(A), B′ = f(B). SinceAB contains the pole ofe, the poleQ of AB will
be on linee. By Proposition 2 linesAB′, BA′ intersect at a pointG of line e. It
follows that the intersection pointF of AA′, BB′ is also one and thatA′B′ passes
throughE. Hence the poleQ′ of A′B′ will be on line e. Since homographies
preserve polarity it must beQ′ = f(Q) andf preserves linee. From this follow
easily all other claims of the proposition.

I call pencilP = (c, e) theassociated tof bitangent pencil. I use also forE the
namecenter of the pencilor/andcenter of the conic homographyf .
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Figure 3. Invariance of axise

Next deal with conic homographies is their distinction ininvolutiveand non-
involutive, i.e. homographies of period two and all others ([4, vol.II, p.179], [12,
p.223]). Following proposition identifies involutive homographies withharmonic
homologies(see Section 7) preserving a conic.

Proposition 4. Every involutive conic homographyf of the conicc fixes every
point of its axise. Inversely if it fixes its axis andE /∈ e it is involutive. Equivalently
for each pointP ∈ c with P ′ = f(P ), line PP ′ passes throughE the pole of
the axise of f . Point E is called in this case the center or Fregier point of the
involution.

Involutions are important because they can represent through their compositions
every conic homography. The bitangent pencils(c, e) of interest, though, are those
created by non-involutive conic homographiesf : c → c, and it will be seen that
the automorphisms of such pencils consist of all homographies of the conic which
commute withf . The following proposition clarifies the decomposition of every
conic homography in two involutions ([4, vol.II, p.178], [12, p.224]).

Proposition 5. Every conic homographyf of a conicc can be represented as the
productf = I2 ◦ I1 of two involutionsI1, I2. The centers of the involutions are
necesserilly on the axise of f . In addition the center of one of them may be any
arbitrary point P1 ∈ e (not a fixed point off ), the center of the otherP2 ∈ e is
then uniquely determined.

Following well known proposition signals also an important relation between
a non-involutive conic homography and the associated to it bitangent pencil. I
call the method suggested by this proposition thetangential generationof a non-
involutive conic homography. It expresses for non-involutive homographies the
counterpart of the property of involutive homographies to have all linesPP ′, with
(P ∈ c, P ′ = f(P )), passing through a fixed point.

Proposition 6. For every non-involutive conic homographyf of a conicc and ev-
ery pointP ∈ c andP ′ = f(P ) lines PP ′ envelope another conicc′. Conicc′

is a member of the associated tof bitangent pencil. Inversely, given two member
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conicsc, c′ of a bitangent pencil the previous procedure defines a conic homogra-
phy onc having its axis identical with the invariant linee of the bitangent pencil.
Further the contact pointQ′ of line PP ′ with c′ is the harmonic conjugate with
respect to(P, P ′) of the intersection pointQ of PP ′ with the axise of f .
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Figure 4. Tangential Generation

An elegant proof of these statements up to the last is implied by a proposition
proved in [8, p.253], see also [4, vol.II, p.214] and [5, p.245]. Laststatement
follows from the fact thatQ is the pole of lineQ′E (see Figure 4).

Propositions 5 and 6 allow a first description of theautomorphism groupG(c, e)
of a given pencil(c, e) i.e. the group of homographies mapping every member-
conic of the pencil onto itself. The group consists of homographies of two kinds.
The first kind are the involutive homographies which are completely definedby
giving their center on linee or their axis throughE. The other homographies
preserving the pencil are the non-involutive, which are compositions of pairs of
involutions of the previous kind. Since we can put the center of one of the two
involutions anywhere one (except the intersection points ofe andc), the homogra-
phies of this kind are parameterized by the location of their other center.

Before to look closer at these groups I digress for a short review of the classifica-
tion of bitangent pencils and an associated naming convention for homographies.

3. Bitangent pencils

There are three cases of bitangent pencils in the real projective plane which
are displayed in Figure 5. They are distinguished by the relative location ofthe
invariant line and the conic generating the pencil.

Proposition 7. Every bitangent pencil of conics is projectively equivalent to one
generated by a fixed conicc and a fixed linee in one of the following three possible
configurations.
(I) The linee non-intersecting the conicc (elliptic).
(II) The linee intersecting the conicc at two points (hyperbolic).
(III) The linee being tangent to the conicc (parabolic).
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Figure 5. Bitangent pencils classification

The proof follows by reducing each case to a kind ofnormal form. For case (I)
select a projective basisA, B, C making aself-polartriangle with respect toc. For
this takeA to be the pole ofe with respect toc, take thenB arbitrary on linee and
defineC to be the intersection ofe and the polarpB of B with respect toc. The
triangleABC thus defined is self-polar with respect toc and the equations ofc and
e take the form

αx2 + βy2 + γz2 = 0, x = 0.

In this we can assume thatα > 0, β > 0 andγ < 0. Applying then a simple
projective transformation we reduce the equations in the form

x2 + y2 − z2 = 0, x = 0.

For case (II) one can define a projective basisA, B, C for which the equation ofc
ande take respectively the form

x2 − yz = 0, x = 0.

For this it suffices to take forA the intersection of the two tangentstB, tC to the
conic at the intersectionsB, C of the linee with the conicc and theunit point of
the basis on the conic. The projective equivalence of two such systems is obvious.
Finally a system of type (III) can be reduced to one of type (II) by selecting again
an appropriate projective baseA, B, C. For this takeB to be the contact point
of the line and the conic. Take thenA to be an arbitrary point on the conic and
defineC to be the intersection point of the tangentstA, tB. This reduces again the
equations to the form ([4, vol.II, p.188])

xy − z2 = 0, x = 0.

The projective equivalence of two suchnormal formsis again obvious.

Remark.The disctinction of the three cases of bitangent pencils leads to a natural
distinction of the non-involutive homographies in four general classes. The first
class consists of homographies preserving a conic, such that the associated bitan-
gent pencil is elliptic. It is natural to call these homographieselliptic. Analogously
homographies preserving a conic and such that the associated bitangentpencil is
hyperbolic or parabolic can be called respectivelyhyperbolicor parabolic. All
other non-involutive homographies, not falling in one of these categories(i.e. not
preserving a conic), could be calledloxodromic. Simple arguments related to the
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set of fixed points of an homography show easily that the four classes are disjoint.
In addition since, by Proposition 2, the fixed points of a homographyf preserving
a conic are its intersection points with the respective homography axise, we see
that the three classes of non-involutive homographies preserving a conic are char-
acterized by the number of their fixed points on the conic ([12, p.101], [15, p 243]).
This naming convention of the first three classes conforms also with the traditional
naming of the corresponding kinds of real Moebius transformations induced on the
invariant line of the associated pencil ([10, p.68]).

4. The isotropy at a point

Next proposition describes the structure of the isotropy groupGAB(c, e) for a
hyperbolic pencil(c, e) at each one of the two intersection points{A, B} = c ∩ e.

Proposition 8. Every homography preserving both, a conicc, an intersecting the
conic linee, and fixing one (A say) of the two intersection pointsA, B of c ande
belongs to a groupGAB(c, e) of homographies, which is isomorphic to the multi-
plicative groupR

∗ and can be parameterized by the points of the two disjoint arcs
into whichc is divided byA, B.
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e

Figure 6. Isotropy of type IIb

Figure 6 illustrates the proof. Assume that homographyf preserves both, the
conicc, the linee, and also fixesA. Then it fixes also the other pointB and also the
poleC of line AB. Consequentlyf is uniquely determined by prescribing its value
f(D) = E ∈ c at a pointD ∈ c. I denote this homography byfDE . This map has
a simple matrix representation in the projective basis{C, A, B, D} in which conic
c is represented by the equationyz − x2 = 0 and lineAB by x = 0, the unit point
D(1, 1, 1) being on the conic. In this basis and forE ∈ c with coordinates(x, y, z)
mapfDE is represented by non-zero multiples of the matrix

FDE =





x 0 0
0 y 0
0 0 z



 .

This representation shows thatGAB(c, e) is isomorphic to the multiplicative group
R
∗ which has two connected components. The groupGAB(c, e) is the union of

two cosetsG1,G2 corresponding to the two arcs onc, defined by the two points
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A, B. The arc containing pointD corresponds to subgroupG1, coinciding with
the connected component containing the identity. The other arc defined byAB
corresponds to the other connected componentG2 of the group. For pointsE on
the same arc withD the corresponding homographyfDE preserves the two arcs
defined byA, B, whereas for pointsE on the other arc than the one containingD
the corresponding homographyf interchanges the two arcs.

Obviously pointD can be any point ofc different fromA andB. Selecting
another place forD and varyingE generates the same group of homographies.
Clearly also there is a symmetry in the roles ofA, B and the group can be identified
with the group of homographies preserving conicc and fixing both pointsA and
B.

Remark.Note that there is a unique involutionI0 contained inGAB(c, e). It is the
one having axisAB and centerC, obtained for the position ofE for which lineDE
passes throughC, the corresponding matrix being then thediagonal(−1, 1, 1).

Following proposition deals with the isotropy of pencils(c, e) at normalpoints
of the conicc, i.e. points different from its intersection point(s) with the invariant
line e.

F

e

D

pA

c

G A

E

Figure 7. Isotropy at normal points

Proposition 9. For every normal pointD of the conicc the isotropy groupGD(c, e)
is isomorphic toZ2. The different from the identity element of this group is the
involutionID with axisDE.

For types (I) and (II) of pencils a proof is the following. Let the homography f
preserve the conicc, the linee and fix pointD. Then it preserves also the tangent
tD at D and consequently fixes also the intersection pointA of this line with the
axise (see Figure 7). It is easily seen that the polarDF of A passes through the
centerE of the pencil and thatf preservesDF . Thus the polarDF carries three
points, which remain fixed underf . Sincef has three fixed points on lineDF it
leaves the whole line fixed, hence it coincides with the involution with axisDF
and centerA.
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For type (III) pencils the proof follows from the previous proposition. In fact,
assumingB = c∩e andA ∈ c, A 6= B an elementf of the isotropy groupGA(c, e)
fixes pointsA, B hencef ∈ GAB. But from all elementsf of the last group only
the involutionIB with axisAB preserves the members of the pencil(c, e). This is
immediately seen by considering the decomposition off in two involutions. Would
f preserve the member-conics of the bitangent family(c, e) then, by Proposition
5, the centers of these involutions would be points ofe but this is impossible for
f ∈ GAB, since the involutions must in this case be centered on lineAB.

A byproduct of the short investigation on the isotropy groupGAB of a hyperbolic
pencil (c, e) is a couple of results concerning the orbits ofGAB on points of the
plane, other than the fixed pointsA, B, C. To formulate it properly I adopt for
triangleABC the name ofinvariant triangle.

Proposition 10. For every pointF not lying on the conicc and not lying on the
side-lines of the invariant triangleABC the orbitGABF is the member coniccF

of the hyperbolic bitangent pencil(c, e) which passes throughF .

In fact,GABF ⊂ cF since allf ∈ GAB preserve the member-conics of the pencil
(see Figure 6). By the continuity of the action the two sets must then be identical.
The second result that comes as byproduct is the one suggested by Figure 8. In its
formulation as well the formulation of next proposition I use the maps introduced
in the course of the proof of Proposition 8.

Proposition 11. For every pointF not lying on the conicc and not lying on the
side-lines of the invariant triangleABC, the intersection pointH of linesDE and
FG, whereG = fDE(F ), asE varies on the conicc, describes a conic passing
through pointsA, B, C, D andF .

H

D

F

B

c

C

E
G

A

Figure 8. A triangle conic

To prove this consider the projective basis and the matrix representation offDE

given above. It is easy to describe in this basis the map sending lineDE to
FG. Indeed letE(x, y, z) be a point on the conic. LineDE has coefficients
(y − z, z − x, x − y). Thus, assumingF has coordinates(α, β, γ), its image will
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be described by the coordinates(αx, βy, γz). The coefficients of the lineFG will
be then(βγ(y − z), γα(z − x), αβ(x − y)). Thus the correspondence of line
FG to line DE will be described in terms of their coefficients by the projective
transformation

(y − z, z − x, x − y) 7→ (βγ(y − z), γα(z − x), αβ(x − y) ).

The proposition is proved then by applying theChasles-Steinertheorem, according
to which the intersections of homologous lines of two pencils related by a homog-
raphy describe a conic ([3, p.73], [4, vol.II, p.173]). According to this theorem the
conic passes through the vertices of the pencilsD, F . It is also easily seen that the
conic passes through pointsA, B andC.

Proposition 12. For every pointF not lying on the conicc and not lying on the
side-lines of the invariant triangleABC, linesEG with G = fDE(F ) asE varies
on c envelope a conic which belongs to the bitangent pencil(c, e = AB).

E

G A

D

F

B

c

C

Figure 9. Bitangent member as envelope

The proof can be based on the dual of the argument ofChasles-Steiner([3,
p.89]), according to which the lines joining homologous points of a homographic
relation between two ranges of points envelope a conic. Here linesEG (see Figure
9) join points(x, y, z) on the conicc with points (αx, βy, γz) on the coniccF ,
hence their coefficients are given by

( (γ − β)yz, (α − γ)zx, (β − α)xy ).

Taking the traces of these lines onx = 0 andy = 0 we find that the corresponding
coordinates(0, y′, z′) and (x′′, 0, z′′) satisfy an equation of the formτ ′τ ′′ = κ,
whereτ ′ = y′/z′, τ ′′ = x′′/z′′ andκ is a constant. Thus linesEG join points on
x = 0 andy = 0 related by a homographic relation hence they envelope a conic.
It is also easily seen that this conic passes throughA, B and has there tangents
CA, CB hence it belongs to the bitangent family.

Continuing the examination of possible isotropies, after the short digressionon
the three last propositions, I examine the isotropy groupGA(c, e) of a parabolic
pencil(c, e), for which the axise is tangent to the conicc at a pointA. An element
f ∈ GA(c, e) may haveA as its unique fixed point or may have an additional fixed
pointB 6= A.
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An elementf ∈ GA(c, e) havingA as a unique fixed point cannot leave invariant
another line throughA, since this would create a second fixed point onc. Also there
is no other fixed point on the tangente since this would also create another fixed
point onc.

x AD

C'

B

B'

x'

C
e

Figure 10. Parabolic isotropy

Proposition 13. The groupG0
A including the identity and all homographiesf ,

which preserve a conicc and haveA as a unique fixed point, is isomorphic to
the additive groupR. Every non-indetity homography in this group induces in the
tangente at A a parabolic transformation, which in line coordinates with origin
at A is described by a function of the kindx′ = ax/(bx + a) or equivalently, by
settingd = b/a, through the relation

1

x′
−

1

x
= d.

This function uniquely describes the conic homography from which it is induced in
line e. All elements of this group are non-involutive.

In fact consider the induced Moebius transformation on linee with respect to
coordinates with origin atA (see Figure 10). SinceA is a fixed point this trans-
formation will have the formx′ = ax/(bx + c). Since this is the only root of the
equationx(bx + c) = ax ⇔ bx2 + (c − a)x = 0, it must bec = a. Since for
every pointB other thanA the tangentstB, tB′ whereB′ = f(B) intersect linee
at corresponding pointsC, C ′ = f(C) the definition off from its action on linee
is complete and unique. The statement on the isomorphism results from the above
representation of the transformation. The valued = 0 corresponds to the identity
transformation. Every other valued ∈ R defines a unique parabolic transformation
and the product of two such transformations corresponds to the sumd+d′ of these
constants.

The groupGA of all homographies preserving a conicc and fixing a pointA
contains obviously the groupG0

A. The other elements of this group will fix an
additional pointB on the conic. Consequently the group will be represented as
a unionGA = G0

A ∪B 6=A GAB. For another pointC different fromA andB the
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corresponding groupGAC is conjugate toGAB, by an element of the groupG0
A.

In fact, by the previous discussion there is a unique elementf ∈ G0
A mappingB

to C. ThenAdf (GAB) = GAC i.e. every elementfC ∈ GAC is represented as
fC = f ◦ fB ◦ f−1 with fB ∈ GAB. These remarks lead to the following proposi-
tion.

Proposition 14. The isotropy groupGA of conic homographies fixing a pointA of
the conicc is the semi-direct product of its subgroupsG0

A of all homographiesf
which preservec and have the unique fixed pointA on c and the subgroupGAB of
conic homographies which fix simultaneouslyA and another pointB ∈ c different
fromA.

To prove this apply the criterion ([1, p.285]) by which such a decompositionof
the group is a consequence of the following two properties: (i) Every element g
of the groupGA is expressible in a unique way as a productg = gB ◦ gA with
gA ∈ G0

A, gB ∈ GAB and (ii) GroupG0
A is a normal subgroup ofGA. Starting from

property (ii) assume thatf ∈ GA has the formf = gB ◦ gA ◦ g−1
B . Shouldf fix a

pointC ∈ c different fromA then it would begA(g−1
B (C)) = g−1

B (C) i.e. g−1
B (C)

would be a fixed point ofgA, henceg−1
B (C) = A which is impossible. To prove

(i) show first that every element inGA is expressible as a productg = gB ◦ gA.
This is clear ifg ∈ G0

A or g ∈ GAB. Assume then thatg in addition toA fixes
also the pointC ∈ c different fromA. Then as remarked aboveg can be written
in the formg = gA ◦ gB ◦ g−1

A , henceg = gB ◦ (g−1
B ◦ gA ◦ gB ◦ g−1

A ) and the
parenthesis is an element ofG0

A. That such a representation is also unique follows
trivially, since the equationgA ◦ gB = g′A ◦ g′B would implyg−1

A ◦ g′A = g′B ◦ g−1
B

implying gA = g′A andgB = g′B, since the two subgroupsG0
A andGAB have in

common only the identity element.

5. Automorphisms of pencils

In this section I examine the automorphism groupG(c, e) of a pencil(c, e) and in
particular the non-involutive automorphisms. Every such automorphism is a conic
homographyf of conic c preserving also the linee. Hence it induces on linee a
homography which can be represented by a Moebius transformation

x′ =
αx + β

γx + δ
.

Inversely, knowing the induced homography on linee from a non-involutive ho-
mography one can reconstruct the homography on every other member-conic c of
the pencil. Figure 11 illustrates the construction of the image pointB′ = f(B)
by drawing the tangenttB of c at B and finding its intersectionC with e. The
imagef(B) is found by taking the image pointC ′ = f(C) one and drawing from
there the tangents toc and selecting the appropriate contact pointB′ or B′′ of the
tangents fromC ′. The definition of the homography onc is unambiguous only
for pencils of type (III). For the other two kinds of pencils one can construct two
homographiesf andf∗, which are related by the involutionI0 with centerE and
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Figure 11. Using linee

axise. The relation isf∗ = f ◦ I0 = I0 ◦ f (last equality is shown in Proposition
16).

Using this method one can easily answer the question of periodic conic homo-
graphies.

Proposition 15. Only the elliptic bitangent pencils have homographies periodic of
periodn > 2. Inversely, if a conic homography is periodic, then it is elliptic.

In fact, in the case of elliptic pencils, selecting the homography one to be of the
kind

x′ =
cos(φ)x − sin(φ)

sin(φ)x + cos(φ)
, φ =

2π

n
,

we define by the procedure described above ann-periodic homography preserving
the pencil. For the cases of hyperbolic and parabolic pencils it is impossible to
define a periodic homography with periodn > 2. This because, for such pencils,
every homography preserving them has to fix at least one point. If it fixes exactly
one, then it is a parabolic homography, hence by Proposition 13 can not be periodic.
If it fixes two points, then as we have seen in Proposition 8, the homographycan
be represented by a realdiagonalmatrix and this can not be periodic forn > 2.
The inverse is shown by considering the associated bitangent pencil andapplying
the same arguments.

Since a general homography preserving a conicc can be written as the composi-
tion of two involutions, it is of interest to know the structure of the set of involutions
preserving a given bitangent pencil. For non-parabolic pencils there isa particular
involution I0, namely the one having for axis the invariant linee of the family and
for centerE the pole of this line with respect toc.
If I is an arbitrary, other thanI0, involution preserving the bitangent family(c, e)
then, sincee is invariant byI, either its centerQ is on linee or its axis coincides
with e. Last case can be easily excluded by showing that the compositionf = I0◦I
is then an elation with axise and drawing from this a contradiction. Consequently
the axiseI = EF (see Figure 12) of the involution must pass through the poleE
of e with respect toc. It follows thatI commutes withI0. A consequence of this is
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Figure 12. Involutive automorphisms

thatI ′ = I0 ◦ I is another involution the axis of which is lineEQ and its center is
F . Since by Proposition 5 every homographyf preserving the bitangent pencil is
a product of two involutions with centers on the axise it follows thatI0 commutes
with f . We arrive thus at the following.

Proposition 16. The groupG(c, e) of all homographies preserving a non-parabolic
bitangent pencil is a subgroup of the group of homographies of the plane preserving
line e, fixing the centerE of the pencil and commuting with involutionI0.

For the rest of the section I omit the reference to(c, e) and write simplyG
instead ofG(c, e). InvolutionI0 is a singularium and should be excluded from the
set of all other involutions. It can be represented in infinite many ways as aproduct
of involutions. In fact for any other involutive automorphism of the pencilI the
involution I ′ = I ◦ I0 = I0 ◦ I represents it as a productI0 = I ◦ I ′. Counting
it to the non-involutive automorphisms, it is easy to see that we can separate the
groupG into two disjoint sets. The set of non-involutive automorphismsG′ ⊂ G
containing the identity andI0 as particular elements, and the setG′′ ⊂ G of all
other involutive automorphisms.

Proposition 17. For non-parabolic pencils two involutionsI, I ′ commute, if and
only if their product isI0. Further if the product of two involutions is an involution,
then this involution isI0. For parabolic pencilsI ◦ I ′ is never commutative.

For the first claim notice thatI ′ ◦ I = I0 implies I ′ = I0 ◦ I = I ◦ I0. Last
because every element ofG commutes withI0. Last equation impliesI ◦ I ′ =
I ′ ◦ I. Inversely, if last equation is valid it is readily seen that the two involutions
have common fixed points one and fixE hence their composition isI ′ ◦ I = I0.
Next claim is a consequence of the previous, sinceI ′ ◦ I being involution implies
(I ′ ◦ I) ◦ (I ′ ◦ I) = 1 ⇒ I ′ ◦ I = I ◦ I ′. Last claim is a consequence of the
fact thatI ◦ I ′ andI ′ ◦ I are inverse to each other and non-involutive, according to
Proposition 13.

Proposition 18. The automorphism groupG of a pencil(c, e) is the union of two
cosetsG = G′ ∪ G′′. G′ consists of the non-involutive automorphisms (andI0

for non-parabolic pencils) and builds a subgroup ofG. G′′ consists of all involutive
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automorphisms of the pencil (which are different fromI0 for non-parabolic pencils)
and builds a coset ofG′ in G. Further it isG′′G′′ ⊂ G′ andG′G′′ ⊂ G′′.

In fact, given an involutiveI ∈ G′′ and a non-involutivef ∈ G′, we can, accord-
ing to Proposition 5, representf as a productf = I ◦ I ′ using involutionI and
another involutionI ′ completely determined byf . ThenI ◦ f = I ′ ∈ G′′. This
showsG′′G′ ⊂ G′′. The inclusionG′G′ ⊂ G′ provingG′ a subgroup ofG is seen
similarly. The other statements are equally trivial.

Regarding commutativity, we can easily see that the (co)set of involutions con-
tains non-commuting elements in general (I ′ ◦ I is the inverse ofI ◦ I ′), whereas
the subgroupG′ is always commutative. More precisely the following is true.

Proposition 19. The subgroupG′ ⊂ G of non-involutive automorphisms of the
bitangent pencil(c, e) is commutative.

A

B

C

D

MF G H

I
J K

L

e

cf

cg

c

Figure 13. Commutativity for type I

The proof can be given on the basis of Figure 13, illustrating the case of elliptic
pencils, the arguments though being valid also for the other types of pencils.In
this figure the two productsf ◦ g andg ◦ f of two non-involutive automorphisms
of the pencilf ∈ G′ andg ∈ G′ are represented using thetangential generation
of Proposition 6. ForA ∈ c point B = f(A) has lineAB tangent atI to a
conic cf of the pencil. AnalogouslyC = g(B) defines lineBC tangent atK to
a second coniccg of the pencil. LetD = g(A) and consequentlyAD be tangent
at pointJ to cg. It must be shown thatf(D) = C or equivalently that lineDC
is tangent at a pointL to cf . For this note first that lines{BD, IJ} intersect at
a pointM on e. This happens because of the harmonic ratios(A, B, G, I) = −1
and(A, D, F, J) = −1. Similarly linesAC, IK intersect at a pointM ′ of e. This
follows again by the harmonic ratios(B, A, I, G) = (B, C, K, H) = −1. Hence
M ′ = M and consequently linesAC, BD intersect atM , hence according to
Proposition 2,C = f(D).

For hyperbolic pencils the result is also a consequence of the representation of
these homographies through diagonal matrices, as in Proposition 8. For parabolic
pencils the proof follows also directly from Proposition 13.
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Note that for pencils(c, e) of type (II) for whichc ande intersect at two points
{A, B}, the involutionsIA, IB with axes respectivelyBE, AE, do not belong to
G but define through their compositionIA ◦ IB = I0. This is noticed in Proposi-
tion 5 which represents every automorphism as the product of two involutions. It
is though a case to be excluded in the following proposition, which results from
Proposition 5 and the previous discussion.

Proposition 20. If an automorphismf ∈ G of a pencil(c, e) is representable as a
product of two involutionsf = I2 ◦ I1, then with the exception ofI0 = IA ◦ IB in
the case of an hyperbolic pencil, in all other casesI1 andI2 are elements ofG.

Regarding the transitivity ofG(c, e) on the conics of the pencil, the following
result can be easily proved.

Proposition 21. (i) For elliptic pencils (c, e) each one of the cosetsG′, G′′ acts
simply transitively on the points of the conicc.
(ii) For hyperbolic pencils(c, e) each one of the cosetsG′, G′′ acts simply tran-
sitively onc − {A, B}, where{A, B} = c ∩ e. All elements ofG′′ interchange
(A, B), whereas all elements ofG′ fix them.
(iii) For parabolic pencils each one of the cosetsG′, G′′ acts simply transitively on
c − {A} whereA = c ∩ e and all of them fix pointA.

6. Bitangent flow

Last proposition shows that every non-involutive conic homographyf of a conic
c is an element of a one-dimensional Lie group ([6, p.210], [13, p.82])G acting on
the projective plane . The invariant conicc is then a union of orbits of the action
of this group. GroupG is a subgroup of the Lie groupPGL(3, R) of all projectiv-
ities of the plane and contains a one-parameter group ([13, p.102]) of thisgroup,
which can be easily identified with the connected component of the subgroupG′

containing the identity. Through the one-parameter group one can define avector
field on the plane, the integral curves of which are contained in the conics of the
bitangent pencil associated to the non-involutive homography. Thus the bitangent
pencil represents the flow of a vector field on the projective plane ([6, p.139], [14,
p.292]). The fixed points correspond to the singularities of this vector field.

This point of view rises the problem of the determination of the simplest possible
data needed in order to define such a flow on the plane. The answer (Proposition
26) to this problem lies in a certain involution one related to the cosetG′′ of the in-
volutive automorphisms of the bitangent pencil. I start with non-parabolic pencils,
characterized by the existence of the particular involutionI0.

Proposition 22. For every non-parabolic pencil the correspondenceJ : Q 7→ F
between the centers of the involutionsI andI◦I0 defines an involutive homography
on line e. The fixed points ofJ coincide with the intersection points{A, B} =
c ∩ e.

In fact considering the pencilE∗ of lines throughE it is easy to see that the cor-
respondenceJ : F 7→ Q (see Figure 14) is projective and has period two. The
identification of the fixed points ofJ with {A, B} = c ∩ e is equally trivial.
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Proposition 23. The automorphism groupG(c, e) of a non-parabolic pencil is
uniquely determined by the triple

(e, E,J )

consisting of a linee a pointE /∈ e and an involutive homography on linee.

In fact J completely determines the involutive automorphismsIQ of the pencil,
since for each pointQ one pointF = J (Q) defines the axisFE of the involution
IQ. The involutive automorphisms in turn, through their compositions, determine
also the non involutive elements of the group.

e

c

E

Q FQ' F'

X

Y

Figure 14. Quadrilateral in case I

Remark.For elliptic pencils involutionJ induces on every member-conicc of
the pencil a correspondence of pointsX 7→ Y through its intersection with lines
(EF, EQ) (see Figure 14). This defines an automorphism of the pencil of order 4
and through it infinite many convex quadrangles, each of which completely deter-
mines the pencil. Inversely, by the results of this section it will follow that for each
convex quadrangle there is a well defined bitangent pencil having a member c cir-
cumscribed and a memberc′ inscribed in the quadrangle. Conicc is characterized
by having its tangents at opposite vertices intersect on linee. Conicc′ contacts the
sides of the quadrangle at their intersections with lines{EI, EJ} (see Figure 15).
Note that for cyclic quadrilaterals in the euclidean plane the correspondingconicc
does not coincide in general with their circumcircle. It is instead identical withthe
image of the circumcircle of the square under the unique projective map sending
the vertices of the square to those of the given quadrilateral (e is the image under
this map of the line at infinity).

Knowing the groupG of its automorphisms, one would expect a complete re-
construction of the whole pencil, through the orbitsGX of pointsX of the plane
under the action of this group. Before to proceed to the proof of this property I
modify slightly the point of view in order to encompass also parabolic pencils. For
this consider the mapI : e 7→ E∗ induced in the pencilE∗ of lines emanating from
E, the pole of the invariant line of the pencil. This map associates to every point
Q ∈ e the axisEF of the involution centered atQ. Obviously for non-parabolic
pencilsI determinesJ and vice versa. The first map though can be defined also
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Figure 15. Circumcircle and circumconic

for parabolic pencils, since also in this case, for each pointQ ∈ e there is a unique
line FQ representing the axis of the unique involutive automorphism of the pencil
centered atQ. Following general fact is on the basis of the generation of the pencil
through orbits.

Proposition 24. Given a linee and a pointE consider a projective mapI : e 7→
E∗ of the line onto the pencilE∗ of lines throughE. Lete′ denote the complement
in e of the sete′′ = {Q ∈ e : Q ∈ I(Q). For everyQ ∈ e′ denote the involution
with centerQ and axisI(Q). Then for every pointX /∈ e of the plane the set
{IQ(X) : Q ∈ e′} ∪ e′′ is a conic.

e

E

X

Q

IQ(X)

P

A B

c

c'

Q'

Figure 16. Orbits of involutions

In fact, by the Chasles-Steiner construction method of conics ([3, p.73]), linesXQ
andI(Q) intersect at a pointP describing a conicc′, which passes throughX
andE. Every pointQ ∈ e′′ i.e. satisfyingQ ∈ I(Q) coincides with a point of
the intersectionc′ ∩ e and vice versa. Thuse′′ has at most two points ({A, B} in
Figure 16).

The locus{IQ(X) : Q ∈ e} coincides then with the imagec of the conic
c′, under the perspectivitypX with center atX, axis the linee and homology
coefficientk = 1/2.
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Proposition 25. The conics generated by the previous method belong to a bitan-
gent pencil with axise and centerE if and only if they are invariant by all involu-
tionsIQ for Q ∈ e′. The points ine′′ are the fixed points of the pencil.

The necessity of the condition is a consequence of Proposition 21. To prove the
sufficiency assume thatc is invariant under all{IQ : Q ∈ e′}. Then for every
Q ∈ e′ line I(Q) is the polar ofQ with respect toc. Consequently linee is the
polar ofE with respect toc and, ifE /∈ e, the involutionI0 with axise and centerE
leaves invariantc. Since the center of each involution from the pair(IQ, I0) is on
the axis of the other the two involutions commute andIQ ◦ I0 defines an involution
with center at the intersectionQ′ = e ∩ I(Q) and axis the polar of this point with
respect toc, which, by the previous arguments, coincides withI(Q′). This implies
that the map induced in linee by J ′ : Q 7→ Q′ = I(Q) ∩ e is an involution.
Consider now the pencil(c, e). It is trivial to show that its member-conics coincide
with the conics{IQ(X) : Q ∈ e} for X /∈ e andJ ′ is identical with the involution
J of the pencil. This completes the proof of the proposition for the caseE /∈ e.

The proof for the caseE ∈ e is analogous with minor modifications. In this case
the assumption of the invariance ofc underIQ implies that lineI(Q) is the polar
of Q with respect toc. From this follows thatc is tangent toe atE andI(E) = e.
Thuse′′ contains the single elementE. Then it is again trivial to show that the
conics of the pencil(c, e) coincide with the conics{IQ(X) : Q ∈ e} for X /∈ e.

The arguments in the previous proof show that non-parabolic pencils arecom-
pletely determined by the involutionJ on line e, whereas parabolic pencils are
completely defined by a projective mapI : e → E∗ with the propertyI(E) = e.
Following proposition formulates these facts.

Proposition 26. (i) Non-parabolic pencils correspond bijectively to triples(e, E,J )
consisting of a linee, a pointE /∈ e and an involutionJ : e → e. The fixed points
of the pencil coincide with the fixed points ofJ .
(ii) Parabolic pencils correspond bijectively to triples(e, E, I) consisting of a line
e, a pointE ∈ e and a projective mapI : e → E∗ onto the pencilE∗ of lines
throughE, such thatI(E) = e.

7. The perspectivity group of a pencil

Perspectivities are homographies of the plane fixing a linee, called theaxisand
leaving invariant every line through a pointE, called thecenterof the perspec-
tivity. If E ∈ e then the perspectivity is called anelation, otherwise it is called
homology. Tightly related to the groupG of automorphisms of the pencil(c, e)
is the groupK of perspectivities, with centerE the center of the pencil and axis
the axise of the pencil. As will be seen, this group acts on the pencil(c, e) by
permuting its members. For non-parabolic pencils the perspectivities of this group
arehomologies, and for parabolic pencils the perspectivities areelations. The ba-
sic facts about perspectivities are summarized by the following three propositions
([12, p.72], [15, p.228], [7, p.247]).
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Proposition 27. Given a linee and three collinear pointsE, X, X ′, there is a
unique perspectivityf with axise and centerE andf(X) = X ′.

Proposition 28. For any perspectivityf with axise and centerE and two points
(X, Y ) with (X ′ = f(X), Y ′ = f(Y )), linesXY andX ′Y ′ intersect one. For
homologies the cross ratio(X, X ′, E, Xe) = κ, whereXe = XX ′∩e, is a constant
κ called homology coefficient. Involutive homographies are homologies withκ =
−1 and are called harmonic homologies.

Proposition 29. The set of homologies having in common the axise and the center
E builds a commutative groupK which is isomorphic to the multiplicative group
of real numbers.

That the compositionh = g◦f of two homologies with the previous characteristics
is a homology follows directly from their definition. The homology coefficients
multiply homomorphicallyκh = κgκf , this being a consequence of Proposition
27 and the well-known identity for cross ratios of five points(X, Y, Z, H) on a
line d ([2, p.174])

(X, Y, E, H)(Y, Z, E, H)(Z, X, E, H) = 1,

whereH = d ∩ e. This implies also the commutativity.

Whereas the previous isomorphism is canonical, the following one, easily proved
by using coordinates is not canonical. The usual way to realize it is to sende to in-
finity and have the elations conjugate to translations parallel to the direction deter-
mined byE ([4, vol.II, p.191]). The representation of the elation as a composition,
given below follows directly from the definitions.

Proposition 30. The set of all elations having in common the axise and the center
E builds a commutative groupK which is isomorphic to the additive group of real
numbers. Every elationf can be represented as a composition of two harmonic
homologiesf = IB ◦ IA, which share withf the axise and have their centers
{A, B} collinear withE. In this representation the centerA /∈ e can be arbitrary,
the other centerB being then determined byf and lying on lineAE.

Returning to the pencil(c, e), the groupG of its automorphisms and the corre-
sponding groupK of perspectivities, which are homologies in the non-parabolic
case and elations in the parabolic, combine in the way shown by the following
propositions.

Proposition 31. For every bitangent pencil(c, e) the elements ofK(c, e) commute
with those ofG(c, e).

The proposition is easily proved first for involutive automorphisms of the pencil,
characterized by having their centersQ on the perspectivity axise and their axis
q passing through the perspectivity centerE. Figure 17 suggests the proof of the
commutativity of such an involutionfQ with a homologyfE with center atE and
axis the linee. PointY = fE(X) satisfies the cross-ratio condition of the perspec-
tivity (X, Y, E, H) = κ, whereκ is the homology coefficient of the perspectivity.
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Figure 17. Homology commuting with involution

Then takingZ = fQ(Y ) and the intersectionW of line ZE with XQ it is readily
seen thatfQ(fE(X)) = fE(fQ(X)). Thus perspectivityfE commutes with all
involutive automorphisms of the pencil.

In the case of parabolic pencils, ifEF is the axis of the involutive automorphism
fQ, Q ∈ e of the pencil, according to Proposition 30, one can represent the elation
fE as a compositionIB ◦ IA of two involutions with centers lying onEF and
axis the invariant linee. Each of these involutions commutes then withfQ, hence
their composition will commute withfQ too. Since the involutive automorphisms
generate all automorphisms of the pencil it follows thatfE commutes with every
automorphism of the pencil.

Proposition 32. For non-hyperbolic pencils and every two member-conics(c, c′)
of the pencil there is a perspectivity with center atE and axis the linee, which maps
c to c′. For hyperbolic pencils this is true ifc andc′ belong to the same connected
component of the plane defined by lines(EA, EB), where{A, B} = c ∩ e are the
base points of the pencil andE the center of the pencil.

c

c'

c'' I
II

E B

A

P'

P

Figure 18. Perspectivity permuting member-conics

To prove the claim consider a line throughE intersecting two conics of the pencil
at pointsP ∈ c, P ′ ∈ c′ (see Figure 18). By Proposition 27 there is a perspectivity
f mappingP to P ′. By the previous propositionf commutes with allg ∈ G which
can be used to mapP to any other (than the base points of the pencil) pointQ of
c and pointP ′ to Q′ ∈ c′ ∩ EQ. This implies thatf(c) = c′. The restriction for
hyperbolic pencils is obviously necessary, since perspectivities leave invariant the
lines through their centerE.
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Figure 19. Conjugate member-conic

Proposition 33. Let f be a non-involutive automorphism of the pencil(c, e) and
c′ be the member-conic determined by its tangential generation with respect to
c(proposition-6). Then, for non-hyperbolic pencils there is a perspectivity pf ∈ K
mappingc to c′. This is true also for hyperbolic pencils providedf preserves the
components ofc cut out bye. Furtherpf is independent ofc.

In fact, givenf ∈ G, according toproposition-6, there is a conicc′ of the bitangent
pencil such that linesPP ′, P ′ = f(P ) are tangent toc′. The exceptional case for
pencils of type (II) occurs whenf interchanges the two components cut out fromc
by the axise. In this case conicsc andc′ are on different connected components of
the plane defined by lines{EA, EB}. This is due to the fact (ibid) that the contact
point Q of PP ′ with c′ is the harmonic conjugate with respect to(P, P ′) of the
intersectionQ′ = PP ′ ∩ e. Figure 19 illustrates this case and shows that for such
automorphisms the resulting automorphismf∗ = f ◦ I0 = I0 ◦ f , mappingP to
S = f∗(P ) = I0(f(P )) = I0(P

′), defines through its corresponding tangential
generation a kind ofconjugateconicc′′ to c′ with respect toc.

To come back to the proof, first claim follows from the previous proposition.
Last claim means that if the pencil is represented through another member-conicd
by the pair(d, e), and the tangential generation off is determined by a conicd′,
then the correspondingp′f mappingd tod′ is identical topf . The property is indeed
a trivial consequence of the commutativity between the members of the groupsG
andK. To see this consider a pointP ∈ c and its imageP ′ = f(P ) ∈ c. Consider
also the perspectivityg ∈ K sendingc to d and letQ = g(P ), Q′ = g(P ′). By
the commutativity off, g it is f(Q) = f(g(P )) = g(f(P )) = g(P ′) = Q′. Thus
the envelopec′ of linesPP ′ maps viag to the enveloped′ of linesQQ′. Hence
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if pf (c) = c′ andp′f (d) = d′ thend′ = g(c′) = g(pf (c)) implying p′f (g(c)) =

g(pf (c)) and from thisp′f = g ◦ pf ◦ g−1 = pf sinceg andpf commute.

Remark.Given a bitangent pencil(c, e) the correspondence ofpf to f considered
above is univalent only for parabolic pencils. Otherwise it is bivalent, since bothpf

andpf ◦I0 = I0◦pf do the same job. Even in the univalent case the correspondence
is not a homomorphism, since it is trivially seen thatf andg = f−1 havepf =
pg. This situation is reflected also in simple configurations as, for example, in the
case of the bitangent pencil(c, e) of concentric circles with common centerE, the
invariant linee being the line at infinity.

α

X X'

E cc'

Figure 20. A case ofG′
∋ f 7→ pf ∈ K

In this case the rotationRα by angleα ∈ (0, π) at E (see Figure 20), which is an
element of the correspondingG′, maps to the elementHcos(α

2
) of K, which is the

homothety with centerE and ratiocos(α
2 ).

8. Conic affinities

By identifying the invariant linee of a bitangent pencil(c, e) with the line at
infinity all the results of the previous sections translate to properties of affine maps
preserving affine conics ([2, p.184], [4, vol.II, p.146]). The automorphism groupG
of the pencil(c, e) becomes the groupA of affinities preserving the conicc. Elliptic
pencils correspond toellipses, hyperbolic pencils correspond tohyperbolasand
parabolic pencils toparabolas. The centerE of the pencils becomes thecenterof
the conic, for ellipses and hyperbolas, called collectivelycentralconics. For these
kinds of conics involutionI0 becomes thesymmetryor half turnat the center of the
conic. Every involutionI other thatI0, becomes anaffine reflection([7, p.203])
with respect to the corresponding axis of the involution, which coincides witha
diameterd of the conic. The center of the affine reflectionI is a point at infinity
defining theconjugatedirection of linesXX ′ (X ′ = f(X)) of the reflection. This
direction coincides with the one of the conjugate diameter tod. For an affine
reflectionI with diameterd the reflectionI ◦ I0 is the reflection with respect to
theconjugatediameterd′ of the conic. Products of two affine reflexions are called
equiaffinities([7, p.208]) oraffine rotations. For central conics the groupK of
perspectivities becomes the group of homotheties centered atE.

For parabolas the center of the pencilE is the contact point of the curve with the
line at infinity. All affine reflections have in this case their axes passing throughE
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i.e. they are parallel to the direction defined by this point at infinity, which is also
the contact point of the conic withe. The groupK of elations in this case becomes
the group of translations parallel to the direction defined byE.

In order to stress the differences between the three kinds of affine conics I trans-
late the results of the previous paragraphs for each one separately.

By introducing an euclidean metric into the plane ([4, vol.I, p.200]) and taking
for c the unit circlec : x2 + y2 = 1, the group of affinities of an ellipse becomes
equal to the group of isometries of the circle. The subgroupG′ equals then the
group of rotations about the center of the circle and the cosetG′′ equals the coset
of reflections on diameters of the circle.I0 is the symmetry at the center of the
circle and the mapI 7→ I ◦ I0 sends the reflection on a diameterd to the reflection
on the orthogonal diameterd′ of the circle. An affine rotation is identified with
an euclidean rotation and in particular a periodic affinity is identified with a peri-
odic rotation. This and similar simple arguments lead to the following well-known
results.

Proposition 34. (1) The groupG of affinities preserving the ellipsec is isomorphic
to the rotation group of the plane.
(2) For each pointP ∈ c there is a unique conic affinity (different from identity)
preservingc and fixingP . This is the affine reflectionIP on the diameter through
P .
(3) For everyn > 2 there is a unique cyclic group ofn elements{f, f2, ..., fn =
1} ⊂ G′ with f periodic of periodn.
(4) For every affine rotationf of an ellipsec the corresponding axise is the line at
infinity and the centerE is the center of the conic.
(5) The pencil(c, e) consists of the conics which are homothetic toc with respect
to its center.
(6) GroupK is identical with the group of homotheties with center at the center
of the ellipse. To each affine rotationf of the conic corresponds a real number
rf ∈ [0, 1] which is the homothety ratio of the elementpf ∈ K : c′ = pf (c), where
c′ realizes through its tangents the tangential generation off .

In the case of hyperbolas the groups differ slightly from the corresponding ones
for ellipses in the connectedness of the cosetsG′, G′′ which now have two compo-
nents. The existence of two components has a clear geometric meaning. The com-
ponents result from the two disjoint parts into which is divided the axise through
its intersection pointsA, B with the conicc. InvolutionsIP which have their center
P in one of these parts have their axis non-intersecting the conic. These involutions
are characterized in the affine plane by diameters non-intersecting the hyperbola.
They represent affine reflections which have no fixed points on the hyperbola. The
other connected component of the coset of affine reflections is characterized by the
property of the corresponding diameters to intersect the hyperbola, thusdefining
two fixed points of the corresponding reflection.

GroupG′ is isomorphic to the multiplicative groupR∗ corresponding toGAB

of Proposition 8. This group is the disjoint union of the subgroupG′
0 of affine
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hyperbolicrotations that preserve the components of the hyperbola and its coset
G′

1 = I0G
′
0 of affinehyperbolic crossedrotations that interchange the two compo-

nents of the hyperbola ([7, p.206]). By identifyingc with the hyperbolaxy = 1 one
can describe the elements ofG′

0 through the affine maps{(x, y) 7→ (µx, 1
µ
y), µ >

0}. The other componentG′
1 is then identified with the set of maps{(x, y) 7→

(−µx,− 1
µ
y), µ > 0}. Following proposition summarizes the results.

Proposition 35. (1) The group of affinitiesG of a given affine hyperbolac consists
of affine reflections and affine rotations which are compositions of two reflections.
(2) The affine rotations build a commutative subgroupG′ ⊂ G and the affine reflec-
tions build the unique cosetG′′ ⊂ G of this group.G′ andG′′ are each homeomor-
phic to the pointed real lineR∗ and groupG′ is isomorphic to the multiplicative
groupR

∗.
(3) GroupG′ = G′

0 ∪ G′
1 has two components corresponding to rotations that pre-

serve the components of the hyperbola and the othersG′
1 = I0G

′
0, called crossed

rotations, that interchange the two components. There are no periodic affinities
preserving the hyperbola for a periodn > 2.
(4) The coset of affine reflections of the hyperbola is the unionG′′ = G′′

0 ∪ G′′
1 of

two components. ReflectionsI ∈ G′′
0 preserve hyperbola’s components and have

fixed points on them, whereas reflectionsI ∈ G′′
1 = I0G

′′
0 interchange the two com-

ponents and have no fixed points.
(5) For each pointP ∈ c there is a unique conic affinity (different from identity)
preservingc and fixingP . This is the affine reflectionIP on the diameter through
P .
(6) GroupK is identical with the group of homotheties with center at the center of
the hyperbola.
(7) For each non-involutive affinityf of an hyperbolac preserving the components
the tangential generation off defines another hyperbolac′ homothetic toc with
respect toE. If f permutes the components ofc thenf∗ = f ◦ I0 defines through
tangential generationc′ homotheticc. The homotety ratios for the two cases are
correspondinglyrf > 1 andrf∗ ∈ (0, 1).

The case of affine parabolas demonstrates significant differences from ellipses
and hyperbolas. Since the affinities preserving a parabola fix its point atinfinity
E, their group is isomorphic to the groupGE discussed in Proposition 14. This
group contains the subgroupG0

E of so-calledparabolic rotations, which are prod-
ucts of twoparabolic reflections. These are the only affine reflections preserving
the parabola and their set is a coset ofG0

E in GE . The most important addition in the
case of parabolas are the isotropy groupsGEB fixing the point at infinityE of the
parabola and an additional pointB of it. Figure 21 illustrates an example of such
a groupGEB in which the parabola is described in an affine frame by the equation
y = x2 and pointB is the origin of coordinates. In this example the groupGEB is
represented by affine transformations of the form

(x, y) 7→ (rx, r2y), r ∈ R
∗.
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X(x,y)

X'(rx, r2y)X''(-rx, r2y)

B

P

P'
Q

Q'
O

cr

c-r

Figure 21. The groupGEB

The figure displays also two other parabolascr, c−r. These are the conics realizing
the tangential generations (Proposition 6) for the corresponding affinities (x, y) 7→
(rx, r2y) and(x, y) 7→ (−rx, r2y) for r > 0. Note that, in addition to the unique
affine reflection and the unique affine rotation sending a pointX to another point
X ′ and existing for affine conics of all kinds, there are for parabolas infinite more
affinities doing the same job. In fact, in this case, by Proposition 14, for every two
points(X, X ′) different fromB there is precisely one elementf ∈ GEB mapping
X to X ′. This affinity preserves the parabola, fixesB and is neither an affine
reflection nor an affine rotation.

Figure 22 shows the decomposition of the previous affinity into two involutions
fr = I ◦I ′ with centersQ1, Q2 lying on the axis (x = 0) of the parabola. These are
not affine since they do not preserve the line at infinity. They have though their axis
parallel to the tangentd atB and their intersections with the axisRi are symmetric
to Qi with respect toB. Thus, both of them map the line at infinity onto the
tangentd atB, so that their composition leaves the line at infinity invariant. Since
for another pointC ∈ c the corresponding groupGEC = Adf (GEB) is conjugate
to GEB by an affine rotationf ∈ G0

E the previous analysis transfers to the isotropy
atC.

B

P

f(P)

Q1

Q2

R1

R2

d

Figure 22.fr as product of involutions
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Another issue to be discussed when comparing the kinds of affine conics isthat
of area. Area in affine planes is defined up to a multiplicative constant ([4,vol.I,
p.59]). To measure areas one fixes an affine frame, thus fixing simultaneously the
orientationof the plane, and refers everything to this frame. Affinities preserving
the area build a subgroup of the group of affinities of the plane, to which belong
all affine rotations. Affine reflections reverse the sign of the area. Thus affine re-
flections and rotations, considered together build a group preserving theunsigned
area. The analysis in the previous sections shows that affinities preserving an affine
conic are automatically also unsigned-area-preserving in all cases with theexcep-
tion of some types of affinities of parabolas. These affinities are the elementsof the
subgroupsGEB with the exception of the identity and the parabolic reflectionIB

fixing B. Thus, while for all conics there are exactly two area preserving affinities
mapping a pointX to another pointX ′ (an affine rotation and an affine reflection),
for parabolas there is in addition a one-parameter infinity of area non-preserving
affinities mappingX to X ′.

Proposition 36. In the followinge denotes the line at infinity andE its unique
common point with the parabolac.
(1) The groupG of affinities preserving parabolac is the unionG = G0

E ∪B∈cGEB.
This group is also the semidirect product of its subgroupsG0

E andGEB, the first
containing all parabolic rotations and the second being the isotropy group at a
pointB ∈ c of G.
(2) G0

E is the group of affine rotations, which are products of two affine reflections
preserving the conic. This group is isomorphic to the additive group of real num-
bers. There are no periodic affinities preserving a parabola for a period n > 2.
(3) The setG′′ of all affine reflections preserving the parabola consists of affinities
having their axis parallel to the axis of the parabola, which is the direction deter-
mined by its point at infinityE. This is a coset of the previous subgroup ofG acting
simply transitively onc.
(4) The groupGEB is isomorphic to the multiplicative groupR∗ and its elements,
except the affine reflectionIB ∈ GEB, the axis of which passes throughB, though
they preservec, are neither affine reflections nor affine rotations and do not pre-
serve areas. This group acts simply transitively onc − {B}.
(5) For every pair of pointsB ∈ c, C ∈ c there is a unique affine rotationf ∈ G0

E

such thatf(B) = C. This element conjugates the corresponding isotropy groups:
Adf (GEB) = GEC .
(6) Every coset ofG0

E intersects each subgroupGEB ⊂ G in exactly one element.
(7) For each affine rotationf ∈ G0

E the tangential generation defines an element
pf ∈ K. Last group coincides with the group of translations parallel to the axis of
the parabola.
(8) For each elementf ∈ GEB the tangential generation defines a parabola which
is a member of the bitangent pencil(c, EB). This pencil consists of all parabolas
sharing withc the same axis and being tangent toc at B.
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